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DIY Books to Refresh Your Home

How to Add Value to your Home

by Scott McGillivray
For those looking to sell a house, real estate agent Scott McGillivray, provides advice on
how to renovate your house to maximize resell, and how to evaluate when projects require
professional help, and which are suitable to DIY.

City + Country

Do it Yourself

Homebody

by Julian Cassell
With information on Canadian specific building code requirements, and over 3,500 “show-how”
photographs, this book is an essential resource for any novice looking to renovate their home
in Canada.

Same Place, More Space

by Karl Champley
With this guide, worries about not enough space are thoughts of the past. Learn how to
organize efficiently from placing wall shelves strategically to arranging cupboards. Step-by-step
instructions make even the most ambitious projects attainable.

The Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair

About to start a DIY home renovation but unsure where to start? With step-by-step instructions
on 350 home repair projects and over 2,000 accompanying photos this comprehensive guide
will assist you in all your home maintenance needs

The Holmes Manual

by Mike Holmes
HGTV star Mike Holmes provides easy and accessible answers to the most common home
maintenance questions in this guidebook ideal for every homeowner.

by Sarah Richardson
Sarah Richardson shares tips and advice for those looking for a quick weekend DIY project, to
those taking on a total gut renovation. With inspiration for both county and city lovers, this
aspirational design book has something for everyone.
by Joanna Gaines
HGTV star Joanna Gaines provides in-depth and comprehensive guidelines on how to create
authentic and beautiful spaces in every home.

House Beautiful Kitchens

by Lisa Cregan
Designers, architects, and chiefs provide expert advice on the most valuable features in a
kitchen. With sections dedicated to flooring, cabinets, countertops, appliances, and lighting,
inspiration is plenty.

Taunton’s Bathroom Idea Book

by Sandra S. Soria
The ideal resource for those looking to renovate and update their bathroom. With photos of the
latest bathroom design trends, including advice on how to complete renovations and budget
wisely, this book can assist in any bathroom project.

Measure Twice

by Bryan Baeumler
In this step-by-step guide on the most common DIY house renovations and upgrades, Canadian
handyman Bryan Baeumler, provides homeowners with the skills and tools needed to make
renovations last.
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Books for World Dog Day

International Dog Day
is August 26!

Cesar Millan’s Short Guide to A Happy Dog

by Cesar Millan
TV’s Dog Whisperer, Cesar Milan, teaches dog owners how to use unique insights about dog
psychology to create stronger relationships between humans and their canine companions.

Bone Appètit

Being A Dog

Complete Dog Care

by Alexander Horowitz
What every dog knows about the world comes mostly through their nose. Discover how each
sniff teaches them something new about our complex world.

The Total Dog Manual

by David Meyer
An essential guide that has everything you need to know about canines. It includes suggestions
on understanding a dog’s anatomy, training methods and grooming tips.

Oh, My Dog

by Beth Ostrosky Stern
Are you and your family thinking about purchasing a dog? This book gives practical advice on
preparing your home, caring for your dog, and bonding with them.

Top Tips from Top Trainers

by Neptune City
This book offers a complex approach to dog training. It discusses training tips, feeding
suggestions, health, socialization, problem behaviours, house manners and more.

by Debora Robertson
Are you concerned about your dog’s health? Learn how to feed your dog a nutritious, balanced
diet and eliminate processed foods.

by Ann Baggaley
An all-in-one, practical guide that has everything you need to learn on how to nurture a dog
from puppyhood to old age. It teaches you how to train your canine companion and handle
everyday basics.

Old Dog Care Guide

by Andi Andersen
This straightforward guide covers the essentials of caring for your aging dog. You will learn how
to detect the symptoms of different diseases, ways to ease your aging dog’s pain, and improve
their quality of life.

Let Dogs Be Dogs

by Monks of New Skete
In today’s busy world, many people don’t have the ability to spend much time with their dogs.
Learn how to lovingly discipline your companion while also nurturing them.

Dog-gone Good Cuisine

by Gayle Pruitt
This book includes more than 100 easy and delicious recipes that both chef and pup can enjoy.
It includes recipes that are corn, sugar, soy, and gluten free.
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Spellbinding YA Fantasy Novels

The Red Scrolls of Magic

by Cassandra Clare
Warlock Magnus Bane’s romantic trip across Europe with his boyfriend, Alec, is interrupted
by a demonic cult causing trouble across the continent in this fast-paced fantasy set in the
Shadowhunters universe.

by Kass Morgan
When Vivi Deveraux joins her college’s sorority, she learns she and her sorority sisters are
secretly witches, and someone is threatening to expose them. A suspenseful page-turner and
the first book in a new series.

Broken Wish

by Julie C. Dao
When Elva begins having visions of the future, she must seek help from the same witch whom
her mother betrayed and attempt to right her family’s wrongs in this captivating story perfect
for fans of fractured fairy tales.

The Left-handed Booksellers of London

by Garth Nix
In 1980s London, eighteen-year-old Susan crosses paths with a magical bookseller and
mysterious otherworldly creatures while trying to track down her father in this riveting, fastpaced read.

Thief of Lies

Give the Dark My Love

by Brenda Drake
When Gia is accidentally transported to a magical library, she must team up with the handsome
Arik to save the world from an exiled wizard seeking revenge. An exciting adventure perfect for
book lovers.

Spindle Fire

by Lexa Hillyer
In this darkly imaginative retelling of Sleeping Beauty, Isabelle must save her half-sister, Aurora,
from the spell cast on her by a faerie queen.

The Valiant

by Lesley Livingston
Celtic warrior princess Fallon’s plan to avenge her sister’s death goes awry when she is captured
and sold to a training school for female gladiators. An action-packed story with a strong
heroine.

The Ravens

by Beth Revis
When a deadly plague spreads through her homeland, alchemy student Nedra turns to dark
magic in the hopes of saving her family. An eerie, well-plotted story sure to give you chills.

The Rithmatist

by Brandon Sanderson
Underachiever Joel missed his chance to become a Rithmatist, able to use magical chalk
drawings to protect the world from sinister creatures. But when his classmates go missing,
helping with the investigation could be Joel’s chance to prove himself.

Rebel Rose

by Emma Theriault
If you’ve ever wondered what comes after “happily ever after,” check out this continuation of
Beauty and the Beast, in which Belle finds herself swept up in the French Revolution while
struggling to adjust to life as a royal.
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Thrilling YA Survival Stories

Dry
by Neal Shusterman
In this realistically plausible tale, brother and sister Alyssa and Garrett must embark
on a harrowing journey to survive an unprecedented California drought that has
rendered drinkable water no longer existent.

Wildfire
by Carrie Mac
To cope with the recent death of her grandmother, best friends Annie and Pete hike
through the Washington forests. While out in the woods disastrous events quickly
arise, resulting in heartbreak and leaving the pair in dangerous peril.

Agnes at the End of the World
by Kelly McWilliams
To stay safe from the “Outside” pandemic, the Red Creek Prophet offers solace to
those that follow his teachings. When sixteen-year-old Agnes’s brother falls ill, her
faith unravels, setting her on a quest to reveal the truth about her Prophet.

A Map for Wrecked Girls
by Jessica Taylor
In this thriller, two sisters suspiciously end up stranded on a deserted island with
a boy they only just met. To survive on the island the girls must work together,
however after a recent and devastating betrayal such a task may be impossible.

None Shall Sleep
by Ellie Marney
After escaping from a serial killer, Emma is recruited by the FBI to assist Travis,
another teenage recruit, by interviewing juvenile serial killers. Before long both
teens find themselves in a game of cat and mouse with a notorious sociopath

Nyxia
by Scott Reintgen
When Emmett Atwater is offered the chance to bring his family out of poverty by
traveling to the Earth-like planet of Eden to earn money mining nyxia, he does not
hesitate. However, only eight recruits can go, and each must fight for the privilege.

Gemina
by Amie Kaufman
Hanna, the daughter of the Heimdall commander, must turn to an unlikely ally
when the space station she calls home is invaded.

Even If We Break
by Marieke Nijkamp
Five friends that have grown apart decide to meet back up for one last role-playing
game. As the night grows, terror rises. When members of the group begin to
disappear, those left behind must decide who they can trust to survive the night.
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Best Kids Movies for the Summer

Inside Out

Bambi

Moana

Finding Nemo

Eleven-year-old Riley reluctantly moves across the country with her parents, and she slowly
learns how to adjust to her new life in San Francisco. A coming-of-age, hilarious story that
teaches the importance of managing our emotions.

Moana is a headstrong, sea-loving young woman who’s determined to follow her dreams
of exploring the ocean. An exciting, sing-along film that teaches lessons on perseverance,
courage, and love.

A story about an overprotective clownfish named Marlin who searches for his missing son,
Nemo, with the help of his hilarious and forgetful friend Dory.

Trolls World Tour

Toy Story 4

Join Woody and the gang on an adventurous road trip, alongside their old and new toy friends.

The Secret Life of Pets

In this animated film, furry friends Max and Duke have amazing adventures in New York City. A
creative, hilarious movie that will keep kids entertained.

The Jungle Book

Bambi is a young deer that makes friends with other animals in the forest. His friends Thumper,
the rabbit, and Flower, the skunk, help him learn the skills he needs to survive and even find
love.

Mowgli is an orphaned human boy who lives in the jungle, guided by his animal guardians.
They set out on an exciting journey of self-discovery while evading the threatening Shere Khan.

Poppy and Branch discover different Troll tribes scattered over six lands that are devoted to six
different kinds of music: Funk, Country, Techno, Classical, Pop and Rock. An enjoyable movie
that promotes positivity and friendship.

Peter Pan

Peter Pan visits the Darling family and takes the children to Never Never Land, where there is
an ongoing war with Captain Hook. An exhilarating, magical story that teaches children about
imagination and kindness.

The Boss Baby

A suit-wearing, briefcase-carrying baby pairs up with his 7-year-old brother to stop the dastardly
plot of the CEO of Puppy Co. A unique, animated movie that will have you laughing out loud.
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Maker Books to Keep Kids Busy

Fun STEAM projects

Maker Projects for Kids Who Love Fashion
by Sarah Levete
Budding fashion designers will learn techniques such as beading and stenciling,
how to choose patterns and materials, and how upcycling can be used to create
unique looks.
Star Wars Maker Lab
by Liz Lee Heinecke
Star Wars fans and young scientists will love this book. From lightsaber duels to
Jabba the Hutt slime, each project is filled with scientific facts and uses common
household items.
Get Coding!
This beginner-friendly introduction to coding uses a series of detailed exercises to
teach kids how to build a simple website, app, and a game.
Code Your Own Games!
by Max Wainewright
With easy-to-follow instructions, this book shows kids how to create their own
computer games using Scratch. Perfect for kids who love gaming or who want to
learn to code.

Understanding Coding with Hopscotch
by Patricia Harris
In this engaging and informative book, kids will learn the basics of the program
Hopscotch, which uses stackable blocks to create games and animations.
Cool Engineering Projects
by Rebecca Felix
Explore the world of engineering with challenging but fun projects, from building a
catapult to designing a maze using simple machines.
Let’s Sew
This book is an excellent introduction for beginners learning the practical art of
sewing. The simple DIY projects included in the book are perfect for kids to hone
their skills.
Clay Lab for Kids
by Cassie Stephens
Kids who like working with their hands will enjoy learning how to make homemade
clay and using their creativity to shape it into jewelry, toys, and more.
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